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eDockets mitigates risk and costs from missed 

deadlines and outdated court rules and forms

The Next Generation of Calendaring and Docketing

Have your firms’ court filings been rejected because of an outdated form or 

incorrect eFiling? Is it difficult to reassign deadlines when attorneys leave the firm? 

Are eFilings tracked inconsistently? 

Law firms’ days revolve around the courts — filing documents, appearing in court, and 

meeting deadlines. Missed appearances and document filing deadlines can result in 

lost clients, lost cases, severe fines, and harm to your firm’s reputation. 

✓ Minimize the risk of missing critical dates using 

the reliable and up-to-date national court rules 

— Federal, State and Judges — including the 

ability to build custom rule sets.

✓ Reduce PACER/ECF fees with the Auto 

Docket Pro that automatically downloads and 

distributes filings from any Federal electronic 

case filing notice.

✓ Integrate eFiling for automatic intake and 

download, docket anything eFiled through 

ALN’s eFiling portal.

✓ Receive alerts and feeds from courts through 

Docket Alerts.

✓ Access a nationwide updated and secure 

library of court and agency forms through 

integrated Forms Workflow.

✓ Alternatively opt for hosted/cloud-based 

docketing solution that also integrates with 

other cloud services.

Benefits of Using eDockets:

eDockets can help streamline your firms’ 

operations by combining docketing, calendaring, 

court rules, official court/agency forms, managing 

ECF receipts and eFiling. 

✓ Minimize the risk of missing critical dates using 

Official Court Rules or alter them to fit exact 

practice preferences.

✓ Reduce ambiguity or superfluous deadlines 

that clutter up attorney’s Outlook calendars

✓ Serve more practice groups by building 

rulesets and deadlines for every practice, 

including transactional.

✓ Silent, on-demand updates initiated by the firm 

or scheduled for routine maintenance.

Benefits of Using Custom Rules:

eDockets Court Rules Management Tool allows 

firms to build their own litigation management 

deadlines or modify Official Rules maintained by 

ALN court rules attorneys.

The Solution of Choice for 

Am Law 100 Firms:
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